
Intelligent document management for Sage X3, in the Cloud. 
X3CloudDocs automates the accounts payable invoice process through a dedicated 
workflow. The financial record of the invoice is automatically created in Sage X3, with the 
original document being securely stored in the cloud. Unlike a manual process, 
X3CloudDocs provides full control, auditability and traceability. This digital transformation 

for your finance department provides instant cost savings and incredibly quick ROI.

A Closer Look

Functionality
Mysoft has partnered with a world-class OCR engine to fully integrate the Purchase Invoice 
automation into the Sage X3 workflow. The key functional workflow for the process is 
outlined below, however the overall functional areas addressed are:

• Receive invoices from a variety of sources (email, drag and drop, folder automation)
• Inbound purchase invoice OCR (header and line level)
• GL Coding
• Automated or manual
• Automatic invoice creation in Sage X3
• Purchase and Supplier BP Invoices, as appropriate
• View the invoice image held in X3 Cloud Docs from Sage X3
• PO & Invoice (2 way) and PO, Receipt, & Invoice (3 way) matching
• Workflow notifications
• Invoice approvals
• Secure storage of invoices
• Multi-Currency
• Documents validated against Sage X3 data
• Advanced learning capabilities
• 1.2 X3 Cloud Docs Automated
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Purchase Invoice 
Processing Workflow

Invoices received:
• Email: Configure mailboxes which automatically link to an appropriate Sage X3

Company and/or Site for automated processing of your invoices.
• Postal: Scan your invoices to a folder, then either drag and drop or set up folder

automation to bring the invoices into X3CloudDocs.

Sage X3 to X3CloudDocs – Set up batch tasks in Sage X3 to synchronise your suppliers, GL 
accounts and POs:

• Suppliers: Ensure your suppliers are set up with a VAT number for efficient invoice
matching in X3CloudDocs.

• POs: Process stock and non-stock POs in Sage X3 and set up your quantity and value
matching rules in X3CloudDocs.

• GL Accounts: Code your invoices using default GL accounts for each supplier, or
select the GL account for each invoice line in X3CloudDocs.

X3CloudDocs to Sage X3 Flow:
• Creation of invoices in X3: Once processed in X3CloudDocs, your invoices are

automatically created as Purchase Invoices and/or Supplier BP Invoices in Sage X3.

Authorisation options:
• In X3CloudDocs: Set up rules to determine how and when additional invoice

approvals are required
• In Sage X3: Approve your invoices as you do now, with all the same tolerance

checks, as appropriate.
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Business Benefits
According to research and analysis group, Gartner, the typical cost of processing an in-
voice in the UK averages between £4 and £25, and in some cases even up to £50, per 
individual invoice. Gartner also estimate that an AP clerk can enter no more than around 5 
invoices per hour. This represents a significant financial and opportunity cost to UK 
businesses.

Mysoft’s X3CloudDocs Automated Purchase Invoice Processing module can provide a 
range of key business benefits which extend beyond the simple reduction in manual data 
entry, from increased accuracy to reduced time to settlement (accessing early settlement 
discounts). Above all this is an efficiency solution which enables valuable finance 
professionals to focus on “value-add” tasks rather than activities better suited to robots.

• Cost & Time: The Subscription model for X3CloudDocs (see below) ensures that
you’re saving money on each invoice that you process, as well as saving your staff
time in processing – time that could be better spent elsewhere

• Automation: From receiving the invoice through to processing and approvals,
X3CloudDocs allows you to move Documents around the business digitally, rather
than relying on paper copies. Then, the X3CloudDocs processing engine ensures full
synchronisation with Sage X3.

• Multi-Channel Capture: Receive invoices from a variety of sources, including: email,
drag and drop and folder automation.

• Control: X3CloudDocs allows you to define the rules and workflows for processing
of invoices. You can place invoices on hold and also control how duplicates are
handled. As you use X3CloudDocs more and more, then straight through processing
of invoices also becomes an option.

• Visibility: X3CloudDocs enables full visibility for each invoice as it progresses
through the approval process, including audit trails.

• Remote Working: X3CloudDocs is a cloud product – if your users are working
remotely then they can act on invoices as soon as they arrive, safe in the knowledge
that invoices processed are being securely stored afterwards.
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